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Abstract

Configuration Service shares Configuration Data for all DIRAC com-
ponents (Agents and Servers) to configure themselves and find where each
other components are. This service needs to be always online for running
jobs to retrieve all parameters they need to perform their task. A new Infor-
mation Service system has been designed to maintaining backwards com-
patibility with previous CS system and increase fault tolerance with no
penalisation in the performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction
The Configuration Service (CS) is a data repository used to share configuration
information over the Internet to external applications. Data is organized in
sections containing options with their values and shared using XMLRPC pro-
tocol. Windows .ini files are the natural representation of this sections/options
structure. Information can be retrieved in many ways from the IS by clients as
needed.

IS is one service of more building DIRAC, the grid environment designed
for the LHCb experiment. DIRAC has been designed following a lightweight
Agent/Service model and it’s basic design objectives are to support 10,000 run-
ning jobs and 100 sites. DIRAC infrastructure holds different services and IS is
there to stick them together by sharing common configuration data they need.
By simply knowing where any IS server is any DIRAC element will be able to
find each other element or discover properties of other components.

Previous IS implementation has done it’s job well, but some limitations
have showed up when being used over a long period of time. IS system had a
monolithic design based on a isolated server. If the IS server lost connection all
IS system would go offline. Redesigning IS systed has as primary goal achieve
a 24/7 uptime independently from individual servers status by distributing IS
servers and interconnecting them. As a result IS redesign goals should be:

• Improve reliability.

• Increase redundancy and fault tolerance.

• Achieve a better performance so IS uses as least resources as possible.

This document will start describing IS, a global overview of IS systems and
description of all elements involving IS is included in section 2. Performance
tests are discussed in section 3 and section 4 contains document conclusion.
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2 CS DESCRIPTION

2 CS description

2.1 Design goals
CS servers should be distributed to increase error tolerance and service uptime.
If any server goes offline or gets disconnected from the network, global system
should be able to keep online serving any petition although some servers are
not responding.

Connecting distributed servers allows a better data update control. Config-
uration modifications should be easy to perform, and also maintain a historical
in order to be able to roll back to a previous configuration if any error has been
made.If necessary, previous configurations can be rescued from history and
sent to CS server to overwrite current configuration.

Distribution also has some possible drawbacks that should be avoided.
Server isolation is one example. If one server becomes isolated from the rest
of the system, it should be able to keep answering requests from any source it
may be connected from although it can’t synchronize with the rest of the CS
system, and should keep trying to synchronize. Adding CS server to global CS
system should be easy to perform. A new CS server added should be able to
publish itself over the CS system and start serving petitions from any source at
once. While any server is reachable CS system is alive.

Local memory can be used as data cache to answer petitions, this way result-
ing programming code is more simple. Using local memory as data cache also
permits implementing physical storage through a generic backend and spe-
cializing this backend allows using any kind of physical storage as MySQL or,
directly, native filesystem for each server.

Backwards compatibility is a must so transition between new CS and old
CS systems can be made progressively. Old CS exported functions name and
behavior should be maintained by new CS, apart from new features, so clients
can work independently from which CS server they connect to.

Previous CS implementation raised an exception when an error happened.
To further standardize CS system with the rest of the DIRAC system S OK and
S ERROR structures should be used to handle errors uniformly. If there has
been an error an S ERROR structure will be returned else a S OK structure will
be returned. Those structures are defined as follows:

S ERROR = { ’Status’ = ’ERROR’ , ’Message’ = <Error message> }
S OK = { ’Status’ = ’OK’ , ’Value’ = <Value returned if any> }

Old CS functions are be also available using new error handling method.
Previous CS system permitted having comments in .ini files but they were

lost when exporting configuration. Those comments would be helpful for any-
one updating data so each section and option exported should have an optional
comment field to allow a more comprehensive understanding of exported data.
Instead of each option having only it’s value, options should hold value and
comment. Sections should also hold their own comment field so sections and
options can be documented inside each configuration data. Comment fields
should be optional and their modification must not interfere in normal system
operation.
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2.2 CS design 2 CS DESCRIPTION

2.2 CS design
CS structure has to be distributed and organized in a hierarchical structure in
order to ease data configuration modification and increase tolerance to human,
and machine, faults. Basic elements used to achieve goals are:

• Master Server

• Slave Server

• Client

Master Server keeps and shares the Configuration Data and specifies when
configuration has changed to every other element who shares or uses the con-
figuration. It’s the only one permitting configuration modifications, and mod-
ifications can only be done locally. Functions used to modify configuration
data are only exported over the loopback interface. When a configuration data
modification has been made, Master Server generates a new version and makes
a backup of previous configuration so a historical record of the configurations
can be maintained.

Slave Servers keep, and share, a local copy of current configuration data
version exposed by Master Server, but are not allowed to perform any changes
to data received from Master Server. Slave Servers query Master Server from
time to time to ensure the configuration data they hold is the same Master
Server has. If Master Server’s data has changed, they update their copy to
maintain data coherence. Queries to maintain data only ask for configuration
data version to Master Server, and, if configuration data version is newer than
the one they hold, a complete data dump is done to update configuration data.

Clients share the same behavior as Slave Servers. They also maintain data
coherence with Master Server’s shared data. Apart from updating themselves
from CS servers, they have a frontend to share data in any way needed by client
applications.

Configuration data also contains which servers are online and, if any of
those servers goes offline, configuration data is changed by Master Server to
update online servers list, so next updates performed by Slave Servers, or
Clients, contain this online servers update.

Each configuration has a name identifying it so mismatches between con-
figurations are avoided by servers and clients. Each different configuration
has one Master Server and Slaves and clients depending on it. Configuration
data holds it’s identification name to ease distinction and avoid mismatch be-
tween them. This scheme eases maintaining different CS trees, for instance, a
separate CS system for test purpose avoiding the possibility of mismatching
configurations.

Each server also has an internal configuration that holds all necessary pa-
rameters for CS server to start. This internal configuration is loaded when the
CS server is launched to configure itself and is completely different from Con-
figuration Data servers export. Internal configuration is always loaded from
DIRACROOT/etc/dirac.ini.
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2.3 Master Server
When Master Server is launched different steps are executed until it goes on-
line. First of all, Master Server tries to parse it’s own configuration. This con-
figuration is defined in an .INI way and contains:

• Mandatory parameters

– ConfigurationService section
∗ Master: Server is Master Server. Value of this option must be

”yes” for Master Servers. If this parameter is not defined server
will be supposed to be a Slave Server.

∗ Name: Configuration data identification name.

• Optional parameters

– ConfigurationService section
∗ ServerLocation: Server’s accessible address in format uri:port. De-

fault value is ”fully qualified domain name:ConfigurationService/Port”
∗ ServersTimeout: If any Slave Server does not connect to Master

Server in specified time, it will be assumed as offline. Time
is specified in seconds. Minimum value for this parameter is
”300”. Default value is ”300” seconds.

∗ Port: Port to open by Master Server for responding queries. Lo-
cal port used for write operations, as modifying data, will al-
ways be one more than the one specified in this parameter. De-
fault value is ”9130”

– Dirac section
∗ Root: DIRACROOT to be applied. Default value is ”<executable

dir>/../../”

By default, CS Master Server tries to read DIRACROOT/etc/dirac.ini, but
more configurations can be forced to be loaded by passing them as parame-
ters on the command line when starting Master Server. Those configurations
will be loaded in the order they are passed. As configurations are loaded, they
override previously defined information so last loaded configuration file is the
one with most priority.

Once Master server has been configured, it reads last Configuration Data
used from persistent storage, and if no configuration is stored generates an
empty new one. Configuration data filename is generated from DIRACROOT/etc/<configuration
name>.ini. For instance, if DIRACROOT is ”../../” and configuration name is
”productionConfiguration”, filename will be ”../../etc/productionConfiguration.ini”.
Having loaded Configuration Data, Master Server keeps it in local memory to
have a fast access to it when needed.

Master Server also launches an write permission granted thread exporting
modify data functions over the loopback interface using XMLRPC protocol.
Configuration data changes can only be made locally because functions are
exported over the loopback interface.

When a Configuration Data modification is made. Master Server ensures
Configuration Data maintains it’s configuration identification name. If Mas-
ter’s Server configuration name differs from the one received no modification
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is made. If they have the same configuration name, a backup of current data is
made and a new Configuration Data version is generated from new data and
stored in persistent storage, then it’s loaded from persistent storage to update
local memory. Local memory is used as data cache to increase server’s per-
formance. All petitions are served using local memory and persistent storage
is only used when starting server and to keep a historical of versions. Version
number is generated from actual GMT time so new versions will always have a
greater value. Using timestamp as version number has significant advantages,
knowing when any version was made can be extracted from version number,
timestamps can be compared as if they were numbers or strings and have the
same behavior as numbers when used this way. There’s only one drawback in
using timestamps. Timestamp precision must be considered in order to assure
there’s no mess in managing versions. Timestamp has a second precision so
there is only one data modification per second allowed in Master Server. To
address it a one second delay has been inserted in the function and only one
call is allowed at a time so it will be impossible to mismatch configuration ver-
sions. For increased security previous Configuration Data version and newly
generated timestamps are compared until the newer is different.

2.4 CS Administration Client
To administrate Master Server’s Configuration Data there’s an CS Adminis-
tration Client (CSAC). CSAC is a command-line client written also in Python.
When starting CSAC an automatic attempt to connect to localhost:9130 will be
made. If it’s unsuccessful, a connection to any other port can be forced by
using the connect order and specifying the port. Server can’t be specified be-
cause Master Server only allows data modifications via the loopback interface
so in order to administrate Master Server’s Configuration Data the connection
has to be established locally. Once the connection is successful, an attempt to
connect to the administration port will be made (administration port is always
one more than the specified port in the command-line). If both connections are
successful a CSAC will show a ”connected” note, if only the first connection has
been successful a ”read only” note will be shown. In both cases data will be
downloaded from server automatically and kept in local memory.

CSAC has commands to modify data in any way needed. Only the version
in local memory is modified. No change in Master Server Configuration Data is
made until local data is sent to server using command ”writeToServer”. CSAC
can also load and store Configuration Data to persistent storage using ”read-
FromFile” and ”writeToFile” commands and specifying an .INI file. Whenever
a load from persistent storage is made, local data is overwritten so previous
changes to data are lost. This can be used to load Configuration Data from
history and send it to Master Server.

2.5 Slave Server
Slave Servers behave as Master Server except for the write permission thread.
Slave servers can’t modify single data in any way and can only change Config-
uration Data when Master Server has made a new version. Instead of launch-
ing a write permission thread, they launch an internal update thread. This update
thread does not export any function. It only queries from time to time Master
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Server’s holding version to compare with the one it holds. If Master Server’s
version is newer than the one it holds, a complete Configuration Data dump
is requested. Once update thread has all the data, checks if new configuration
name matches the one Slave Server is expecting. If they do match, Slave Server
backups current Configuration Data and updates persistent storage and local
memory copy to share new data.

Slave server also has local configuration files. It’s local configuration must
contain:

• Mandatory parameters

– ConfigurationService section

∗ Name: Configuration data identification name.
∗ List: Comma separated list of servers from where to query up-

dates.

• Optional parameters

– ConfigurationService section

∗ ServerLocation: Server’s accessible address in format uri:port. De-
fault value is ”fully qualified domain name:ConfigurationService/Port”

∗ DataTimeout: Time between queries to Master Server to update
configuration data. Time is specified in seconds. Default value
is ”60” and minimum allowed value is ”30” seconds.

∗ Master: Specifies if server is Master Server. Default value is ”no”
∗ Port: Port to open by Slave Server for responding queries. De-

fault value is ”9130”
∗ Public: Specifies whether the Slave Server must publish itself on

Master Server’s online server list. Some Slave Servers might be
deployed in an internal network and will not be reachable from
the outside. Default value is ”no”

∗ ConnectionTimeout: All connections made have a timeout. If any
connection has not responded in less time than specified then
it’s dropped. Default value is ”30” seconds and minimum al-
lowed value is ”10” seconds.

∗ LocalExpirationTimeout: Local persistent Configuration Data copy
expiration time. Default value is ”604800” seconds (one week)
and its minimum allowed value is also ”8400” seconds.

– Dirac section

∗ Root: DIRACROOT to be applied. Default value is ”<executable
dir>/../../”

2.6 Maintaining online servers list
Master Server holds an internal list of online slave servers and exports it as
Configuration Data in ConfigurationService/Servers option. Exported servers list
contains all online servers separated by commas and is generated from an iter-
nal list containing Slave Servers location and each server’s last Master Server
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query timestamp. When the comma separated list is generated from the inter-
nal one, Master Server itself is added as the first server.

Slave Servers only work as Master Server’s relay stations, so, in order to re-
lay the same Configuration Data, Slave Servers ask from time to time for Mas-
ter Server’s Configuration Data version. If Master Server’s version is newer
than their own, they ask for the new data to Master Server. Slave servers
query Master Server, each specified number of seconds (in ConfigurationSer-
vice/DataTimeout), to retrieve Master Server’s version. In this query the Slave
Server sends it’s ConfigurationService/ServerLocation information specified in lo-
cal configuration so Master Server can update it’s internal list and maintain
a quasi-realtime list of online Slave Servers. When Master Server receives a
query it updates that server’s timestamp and verifies that every server in the
online servers list has made a query more recently than specified in Configu-
rationService/ServersTimeout. Every Slave Server that has not queried Master
Server in this time is removed from list. If any server has been removed a new
version is generated by Master Server so next queries performed by online
servers provoke a complete data dump. This way online servers and clients
will have an updated list of online servers to query.

Slave Servers will always try to update from Master Server because it’s the
only one able to change configuration data version and online servers list. But
if Master Server is not reachable, Slave Servers will query other Slave Servers
for updates. It’s possible that some Slave Servers hold a newer configuration
data than others if they updated from the Master Server before it went offline
while others did not. Every successful update from any server will make Slave
Server to try if Master Server is online to update from it. This way global
system will be online although Master Server is offline. Online servers list will
remain unchanged although offline Master Server is on the list because Master
Server is the only one who can change configuration data.

When Slave Servers receive a new Configuration Data their internal online
servers list is rebuilt. This list contains all servers received in the Configuration
Data and CS servers specified in ConfigurationService/List in local server config-
uration. Both origin lists are comma separated. In order to rebuild it’s internal
online servers list Slave Server splits server list received in Configuration Data
by commas. Then each resulting part of the split has its leading and trailing
spaces removed and is added to the Slave Server internal online servers list. If
any of the parts to be added is the Slave Server itself then the part is not added.
Servers specified in ConfigurationService/List in local server configuration are
then added the same way excluding the ones that have been already added.

All connections generated by any Slave Server or Client have a connection
timeout. If connection has not responded in less time than specified in Config-
urationService/ConnectionTimeout, the connection is dropped and a connection
failure is supposed. All this handling is internal and connection timeout will
be treated as if queried server did not respond.

Both Slaver Servers and Clients will keep a local persistent copy of the latest
downloaded Configuration Data. Upon restart, if none of the servers in Config-
urationService/List are available this Configuration Data will be used. An abso-
lute validation time for those data is defined in ConfigurationService/LocalExpirationTime
and is used to ensure that if connection to servers can’t be established in Con-
figurationService/LocalExpirationTime time, expired configuration won’t be used
any longer. This way is ensured that if there is a permanent problem, local
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administrator will notice it and may be able to fix it, the expired configuration
won’t be used forever hidding a real problem.

2.7 Clients
Clients behave almost as Slave Servers. They also have a configuration file (this
configuration file will also define mandatory and optional parameters for other
DIRAC applications) containing:

• Mandatory parameters

– ConfigurationService section

∗ Name: Configuration data identification name.
∗ List: Comma separated list of servers from where to query up-

dates.

• Optional parameters

– ConfigurationService section

∗ DataTimeout: Time between queries to Master Server to update
configuration data. Time is specified in seconds. Default value
is ”60”

∗ ConnectionTimeout: All connections made have a timeout. If any
connection has not responded in less time than specified then
it’s dropped. Default value is ”30” seconds and minimum value
is ”10” seconds.

∗ LocalExpirationTimeout: Local persistent Configuration Data copy
expiration time. Default value is ”604800” seconds (one week)
and its minimum allowed value is ”86400” seconds.

– Dirac section

∗ Root: DIRACROOT to be applied. Optional parameter, default
value is ”<executable dir>/../../”

Initialization is just as Slave Server’s is. They follow the same steps but
do not launch and update thread. Clients update different from Slave Servers.
Instead of updating each defined number of seconds, clients update only when
they need data. If 10,000 clients updated as Slave Servers do, a high amount of
unneeded network traffic would be generated.

Clients local configuration files have an extra newly added functionality CS
server’s don’t. Clients configuration files can erase previously local configura-
tion defined options, override data imported from CS servers, and ”simulate”
an erasure of an imported CS server option. CS servers local configuration
files can override options previously defined in local configuration files, but
they can’t override data coming from Master Server. Clients, instead, can over-
ride all data. If an option defined in data imported from CS servers is redefined
in a local configuration file, this last one is more preemptive so it’s the one that
will be used.

Their local configuration can have two special values. If an option’s value
in a local configuration file is ”!”, previously defined option, only if defined
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in a local configuration file, will be erased. When using ”!” as value data im-
ported from an CS server won’t be modified. On the other hand, if option’s
value is ”!!”, previously local definitions of this option will be erased and, al-
though it could be defined in imported CS server data, client won’t recognize
this option. So if client was asked if this option was defined it’s answer would
be negative. It’s important to note that any option can be redefined in a latter
local configuration so ”!” and ”!!” values can be overridden.

Clients have functions to access individual data items as needed so really
they behave as a front-end to data. Clients are not a standalone applications but
a library to be included by real clients to access data, and this library is the one
to act as a frontend to data. Real client applications do not know anything of
the previously mentioned behaviors or elements. Applications simply call CS
client library functions for specific data and do now worry which mechanisms
are ran to make data available. CS client library does all the dirty work to
make data accessible to application. It does not launch an independent thread
to update itself. When a CS client library function is called, actual time is used
to check that less than ConfigurationService/DataTimeout seconds have passed
since last version update was done. If more time has passed an update query
is done to check that current version is the same CS servers hold, if it is not a
complete data dump is performed, and then requested data is returned to the
application.

Instead of trying to always make queries to Master Server, CS client library
queries a random server from online list to globally distribute load between
servers. If queried server is offline CS client library will try another until either
it can update or no server responds. If no server responds CS client library will
return data from the configuration data it holds.

It’s important to note that the CS Client won’t abort even if the mandatory
parameters are not specified. If those parameters are not specified it won’t syn-
chronize with CS servers but will keep exporting Configuration Data loaded
from .ini files. This behaviour is further explained in chapter 4.
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3 Performance Tests
Migration to new CS will take some time and there will be some clients us-
ing new CS system and others keeping with the previous one. So there will
be a transition time where new CS servers will need to support previous CS
functionalities. It needs to be assured that new CS system can serve at least
the same number of petitions previous CS could to ensure transition will be
smooth. Most used functionality is asking for some option’s value so this fea-
ture should be tested thoroughly.
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As shown in previous figure, asking for an option’s value performs well in
new CS system. Asking for a value will not slow client’s normal operation.
Previous CS system could serve approximately 125 petitions per second at it’s
best and new CS system can serve about 250 petitions per second before losing
petitions. All tests have been made in a Hyperthreading Pentium IV 3.00 GHz
with 1GB RAM memory.

New CS servers and clients, once new CS system transition is finished, will
only use two functions: retrieve server’s version and complete Configuration
Data dump. Retrieving server version is a really fast procedure just like above.
Returning Configuration Data version only makes a single return if queried
server is a Slave one. Only if the query comes from a Public (defined in In-
formationService/Public) Slave Server to the Master, there is an additional delay
introduced by updating the Master Server’s internal online servers list.

On the other hand, dumping all Configuration Data is the heaviest function
because of sending all data. In order to optimize this procedure a compressed
version of the complete Configuration Data is generated when Configuration
Data is loaded from persistent storage. Local memory cache is converted to
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string format, compressed using zlib and stored in base64 format because bi-
nary data can not be sent through XMLRPC. Actual tests have been made using
35 sections with an average of 5 options per section (current data in running
CS system); when converted to string format approximately a 10,300 charac-
ters string was generated. It’s important to note XMLRPC adds headers to
each value of any structure so Configuration Data converted to string using
XMLRPC protocol had more than 40,000 characters. Final result of previously
described procedure to compress and store results generates approximately
2,500 characters.
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Approximate reduction factor is 16:1 but performance increase is higher
due to socket packaging. Number of network packages drops dramatically so
CS servers can respond to about 200 petitions per second when using com-
pressed dump over 10 when using a standard Configuration Data dump.

Basic DIRAC design objectives are to support 10,000 running jobs so in case
all jobs queried one CS server load could be handled in about 50 seconds and
no petition would be lost. That’s the worst case and the least probable be-
cause each client will query a random server and jobs only query CS servers
when starting or stopping so load will be distributed over time and along all
CS servers.
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4 CS Client usage
Configuration Service Client (CSC) is a front-end to Configuration Data to
make it easily accessible to any part of the application. CSC can generate a
dynamic Configuration Data from multiple sources. For instance, CSC can gen-
erate a Configuration Data from data received from the CS Servers and from
.ini files specified by command line interface. It is further explained in chapter
2.7.

CSC is designed to be used as a singleton, that is, as as single global object
shared amogst all application modules. In order to access the CSC object, the
application must import cfgSvc from

DIRAC.InformationServices.ConfigurationService.CSClient.

So, the final line a module has to include to use it is:

from DIRAC.InformationServices.ConfigurationService.CSClient import cfgSvc

As a result of the previous import code, the module importing it will be
able to use cfgSvc instance directly. The first time the CSC object is imported the
constructor method will be invoked ( init function will be called). CSC client
will try to auto-configure itself by guessing some parameters and trying to
parse the DIRACROOT/etc/dirac.ini file. If it is able to discover Configuration’s
Data name and a list of servers, cfgSvc will try to update itself whenever some
piece of data is requested by the application and the data CSC has imported
from a CS server has expired. Anyway, if DIRACROOT/etc/dirac.ini file does
not exist or cfvSvc can’t discover where it is, cfgSvc will start working with no
data.

For applications that need to pass additional .ini files to cfgSvc (for instance
those declared in the command line interface) or specify a different DIRAC-
ROOT from the one guessed, cfgSvc also has a initialize( sDiracRoot = None,
lConfigurationFiles = None ) method. Callig this method will reinitialize cfgSvc
object with the specified parameters. If there is enough information for cfgSvg
to synchronize with CS server it will do so. A lack of needed parameters will
result in a warning output notifying of what parameters are needed to be able
to synchronize. A code example would be:

#!/usr/bin/env python2.2

import sys
from DIRAC.InformationServices.ConfigurationService.CSClient import cfgSvc

# Here cfgSvc object has already been initialized. It has tried to read
# <DIRACROOT>/etc/dirac.ini. If cfgSvc had enough information Configuration
# Data would have been already downloaded from a CS server. Now we can
# access to the data it holds.

# If dirac.ini was in place returnValue would hold the Configuration Data name.
# If dirac.ini couldn’t be parsed an exception would raise.

returnValue = cfgSvc.get( "ConfigurationService", "Name" )
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# Now we will specify a new <DIRACROOT> ( cfgSvc does the same to ”guess”
# were <DRIACROOT> is ) and add some .ini files via command line interface to
# the Configuration Data.

cfgSvc.initialize( "%s/../../" % sys.path[0], sys.argv[1:] )

# Now we can try to access to new data via cfgSvc.

returnValue = cfgSvc.get( "SomeOtherSection", "SomeOtherOption" )

4.1 CSC methods
There are two types of methods in cfgSvc: ones behaving exactly the same as
the ones the previous Information Service had, and ones returning a structure
declaring if there’s been an error.

Compatibility functions

• sections()

• options( sSection )

• has option( sSection, sOption )

• get( sSection, sOption, uDefault-
Value = None )

New CSC functions

• getSections()

• getOptions( sSection )

• hasOption( sSection, sOption )

• getOptionValue( sSection, sOp-
tion, uDefaultValue = None )

New CS functions return a structure containing the return value if every-
thing went as planned or an error (and it’s description) if there was one, instead
of raising an exeption. Those structures are explained in chapter 2.1.

The function to retrieve data from the cfgSvc needs two mandatory param-
eters (section and option requested) and one optional. The latter parameter is
the default value for the asked option. If the section/option requested does not
exist or can’t be read, the default parameter will be returned. If there’s no de-
fault parameter an exception will arise in the compatibility functions, new CSC
functions will return an error structure.

Specifying a default value in a ”get” method also forces a type conversion.
The method would try to convert the value coming from the Configuration
Data to the same type as the provided default value. If this is not possible,
the default value returned and a warning message is shown. This feaure en-
sures there’s no type mismatch between what the value is and the programmer
assuption (reflected in the given default value type).

Here comes an example:

#!/usr/bin/env python2.2

import sys
from DIRAC.InformationServices.ConfigurationService.CSClient import cfgSvc
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cfgSvc.initialize( lConfigurationFiles = sys.argv[ 1: ] )

# Section ”s1” / Option ”o1” has ”3.5” as value
returnValue = cfgSvc.get( "s1", "o1", 3 )
# returnValue variable holds an int (3) because python can’t convert from
# a float ”inside” a string to int
print returnValue
# print statement would print:
# 3
returnValue = cfgSvc.get( "s1", "o1", 4.8 )
# returnValue hols a float (3.5) because inside the string for the
# section/option specified there’s really a float.
print returnValue
# print statement would print:
# 3.5
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5 CONCLUSION

5 Conclusion
A new CS system has been build maintaining backwards compatibility with
previous CS system. New CS system has CS servers distributed hierarchically
so fault tolerance is dramatically increased and Configurarion Data manage-
ment is easier. Distributing CS servers and Master to Client data flow allows
CS system to work although some of the servers are offline or unreachable.
Even if Master Server is offline, the new CS system can keep on working. CS
Client library allows applications to work independently from CS system even
in the case they get temporarily disconnected from the servers applications will
still be able to retrieve their configuration.

Adding and removing CS servers from system is also easy as they publish
themselves on the Configuration Data via Master Server, and the knowledge
about online servers can be obtained in real time.

CS system performance will also be increased because a fewer queries to
the server will be generated. CS Client library will only download the full
Configuration Data upon initialization, later on, it only queries CS servers from
time to time to verify that their Configuration Data is still valid only if there’s
an application request. CS client will serve application petitions from the local
cache without generating any extra queries.
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